CoThink Event Map: Apollo 13 "Okay Houston, we've had a problem"
Risk of short circuit due to
condensation
Temperature in the lunar
module dropped to 38 ° F
Only vital equipment could be
kept in operation

Lunar module incl 3.9 Kg
plutonium ended up
in the Pacific

Recalculations necessary for
capsule return

Carbon dioxide level
increased

Event

Correct carbon dioxide
filters unavailable

Total capsule mass deviated

Filters fitted with
tape + plastic bag

Lunar module "Aquarius"
came back to earth unplanned

Context
Two days after
launch, an oxygen
tank exploded on April
13, causing the crew
to actually shipwreck
into space.
Commander Jim
Lovell calmly spoke
the historic words,
"Okay Houston, we've
had a problem."

Lunar module was
designed for only 2
astronauts for 2 days

Lunar module was not
intended to return
to earth

Command module filters did
not fit

Filters with correct
connection unreachable

Connection filters were
square instead of round

Filters were in the descent
staircase for moon landing

Lunar module had to be
used for electricity,
water and oxygen

Crew Apollo 13
was shipwrecked in space
April 13, 1970

2. Also use the motor and fuel from the
Lunar module to return directly to earth

Somewhere between
the Earth and moon

the original photo of the disaster taken by
Jim Lovell

Gevolg

Moonstones could not be
returned

Moon landing no longer
possible

Bekende oorzaak

EN

1. Use only engine and fuel from the
Command Service Module (CSM)
to return directly to earth

3. Flew further to the Moon and used the
Moon's gravity to return to Earth
Locatie

Legenda

OF

The antenna of the
service module, for
communication with
earth, was undamaged

Water, energy, oxygen and climate
conditioning service module
unavailable

Oxygen required for
generating energy

Bevorderende
omstandigheid

Damage was only clear
after disconnecting service
module on April 17

Oxygen stores CSM-109
lost in 1 hour and 29 seconds

Doorbroken barrière

Eigenaar

Auteur
Pieter van Gestel
BCA KPN

Oxygen tank 1
rapidly loses oxygen

Oxygen store
tank 2 lost immediatly

The recovery
Onbekende oorzaak

Oxygen tank 1 valve damaged

Datum laatste update

Geanalyseerde oorzaak

11-9-2019

Oxygen tank 2
serial number 10024X-TA0009
exploded

Bevorderende
omstandigheid

Omschrijving status
Pressure in oxygen tank
ran too high

"The ship is stable
and Apollo 13 signing
off."

300
Doorbroken barrière

Tank contained oxygen

Teflon Insulation caught fire
Jim Lovell , Jack
Swigert en Fred
Haise are safe back
on earth

"Power fans" activated for
third "cryo-stir"

Short circuit wires "power Fan"

Mogelijke actie

Teflon insulation of the
wires of the "power fan"
for oxygen tank 2 melted

Mogelijke barrière

Temperature in tank 2 rose to
1000 F instead of max 80 F

Temperature rise not limited
Thermostatic switches
no longer functioning

Thermostatic switches for oxygen
tank 2 were welded shut
Before launch, 65V DC
was used from the
Launch platform
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Thermostatic switches for tank 2,
were designed for 28 V, and not
modified for use with 65 V
Heat thermostatic switches
were overlooked when
upgrading to 65 V
?

Heaters took 8 hours to
boil off excess oxygen instead
of very short period

300

Gekozen actie

Extreme heating was not
noticed

Gekozen barrière

The gauges inside the tank were
designed only to measure to 80 F

Ingevoerde actie

?
During pre-flight test tank 2
would not empty correctly

Internal fill line was damaged
Re-used tank Apollo 10 was
dropped 2 inches
during extraction

?

Ingevoerde barrière
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Insufficient inspection of the
tank

Bewezen actie

Only the exterior of the tank was
inspected

Bewezen barrière

The memorial on the steps of the lunar module
?

Aanvullende informatie

